Insights from a Natural and Cultural Landscape

V. Insights from Time and the Land
Pre-History Section Ecology and conservation lessons
• Template for spatial variation - gradual boundaries driven by landscape variation
- soils, moisture; significant island-wide variation.
• Natural processes dominate; change is slow with few notable exceptions
• Vegetation structure and species missing from present. Old growth - pine,
hardwoods, and mixed forest. Forest dynamics structure - old trees, CWD, damaged
trees, uproots. More beech, beetlebung and hickory; very little open land or
successional habitat.
• People with an abundance of natural resources; highly adaptable.
Accommodate growth and humans; preserve, sustain nature intact.
Real distinction: passive vs active management; wildland vs woodland. All is
cultural but humans can make real difference in decisions. Viable alternative is to
allow natural processes to shape and reassert themselves. E.g., cord wood and
timber versus old-growth; salvage or no; fire versus sheep versus succession;
coastal pond - natural breach vs excavator.

Topics
Inertia - what happens today is very dependent on the past, may be contingent on
our expectation for the future. What we do, what natural forces operate on, are
conditions handed to us from history; but the entire system is in motion-erosion of
features created in the past; plants and animals recovering from historical changes.
Even if we do nothing much will change. Without future changes in the system - i.e.
environmental change. If change occurs; inertia will condition the response - e.g.
coastal erosion, shift in species. To keep things the way they are - is impossible but even to approximate, requires huge effort. World without us, 19 th C New
England. Entropy.
Human/subjective/emotions - strong and important driver of conservation and
management. Wilderness movement. Science informs - generally not the primary
driver and motivator; never provides an ultimate on answer. History and aesthetics
- strong motivators.
Science and history change - both as knowledge base changes, technology and
information improve, and as attitudes, opinions, social context change.
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Lengthy history - dominated by biophysical prolonged phase of extensive
domination by human recovery and wild to give a mixture of cultural and natural.
As this occurs - shredded by new wave of human. Permanent, driven ironically by
love of human and natural.
Modern conservation - accommodates growth and humans - sustains nature and
work with history.
Could use any landscape to illustrate these points: Yellowstone where tectonic
geology, fire predominate; Yucatan where limestone geology and ancient people
shaped the land.
Martha's Vineyard- special case of New England and eastern U.S. Transformed
landscape. Simultaneously wilder as shredded by new human activity. Land where
the physical template so clearly tied to history and one easily grasped and
understood. Wide range of other processes. Cultural processes long-standing,
intense in relative terms ( e.g. Indians - most focused on coast; colonial - agrarian
and maritime intense; development intense). Biological response diverse but
striking and understandable. Biodiversity - quintessential like - landforms, history
and people.

Conservation - Guiding Principles
Manage with understanding of the past and informed by ecology. Use past and
ecology to interpret present and forecast future; understanding how the
environment may change and species respond - anticipate the future.
• Neither history nor science provides the answers; never absolute answer. Science
and history both change (as do human behaviors). No right answer. No obvious
benchmarks. Real decisions and options. Subjective and emotional is strong driver
of human action, not the rationale and scientific. Don't hold conservation up to a
different standard than other major decisions. We don't make our major
investments - cars, entertainment, houses, charities for rational reasons.

Hubris - human limitations.
Doing nothing - often a highly viable option. Doing nothing for a long time is easy
for nature, difficult for people. Real distinction - active and passive management.

~i

l',1ixture of cultural and natural landscapes; highly desirable - conservation,
aesthetics, human nature. Cuftural in nature is ok. Develop/No; harvest versus OG;
salvage/no; fire versus sheep; cultural versus natural; state forest natural(??);
plant; duck pond. Grasslands and Cultural Landscapes. What do we do with
landscapes and features derived from past cultural practices? Reality - many
cherished landscape and features derived by/from human activities or singular
events. Persistent but transient. Motivation to keep them - aesthetic, romantic,
2

historical biodiversity, science. Cannot preserve many, can restore and recreate
some or at least mimic. Approach - determine historical process that created these.
----+ Subjective and emotional is the strongest driver of human action, not the
rationale and scientific. Shouldn't hold conservation up to a different standard than
otherir1_c1j_or decisions.

Inertia - huge effort to maintain status quo - impossible actually, but semblance is
huge effort.
Can do bold things, advance major conservation goals because they excite, intrigue,
fascinate.
Great if these are reinforced by economics - tourisms, environmental sustainability,
economic rationale - infrastructure.
No need for more research and study - not that more insights won't be useful.
Continued study synthesis, updating thoughts. Reality- small, confined area - some
of most thoroughly studied, evaluated and planted landscapes in U.S. Great diversity
of organizations, collaborating with research and planning. MV Commission. Island
Plan.
No right answer. No obvious benchmarks. Real decisions and options.
Protect large blocks and critical connections - (include underdevelopment) for
nature and people so includes access. Need for intact blocks, less management. No
mystery what these parcels are, but many priorities - trails, beech access, habitat
and much overlap; specific management concerns and objectives.
Develop/No; harvest versus OG; salvage/no; fire versus sheep; coastal (??) (??)
versus natural; state forest natural (??); plant; duck pond.
Coordination needed among NGOs - competition healthy and some obvious niches scale and focus, etc. Share information, contacts and resources. Plan and
coordinate attack - contact with landowners, maintain regular contacts. Coordinate
efforts. Commission is leading in getting out island-wide goals.

Ecological Issues and Lessons - Spread these across the chapters
Importance of location
• Exposure - prevailing winds, Nor'easters, hurricanes. Modifying influence of
vegetation
• Processes - fire
• Physiography - topography, soils, water
• Climate - moderating influence of the sea.
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EXPLORING THE LAND AND ITS HISTORY

Conservation Landscapes
State Forest-Greenfields-Pohogonot.Great Plain. Liberate and reveal the natural
patterns. Eliminate plantations - young and old. Bottoms - cut; very occasionally
burn? Open through where possible; recreate; liberate. Oak and pine forestgrow up. Observation Tower.
Seven Gates-Woods-Polly Hill-Waskosims.
Chappaquiddick
Nomans
Squibnocket - Menemsha - Aquinnah

Major lessons in ecology, history and conservation emerge from the text, photos
and figures.
At the broadest level:
• Ecology is an inherently historical science that explores the way that
intertwined natural and cultural processes shape modern environments and
condition future dynamics. Every landscape is embedded with historical
legacies and inertia that interact with current and emerging processes to
control future conditions.

• All efforts to forecast and anticipate future conditions and manage for
conservation need to be strongly guided by ecological history. The past
allows us to anticipate the future and offers sound guidance towards
sustainable management.
• Despite our appropriate focus on global climate change today, the direct
impacts of humans remain (and will remain) the major driver oflandscape
dynamics in most regions and should be a preeminent concern for society.
Land-use change remains the single greatest threat to natural environments
and biodiversity; the interaction between these direct impacts and global
change will determine the future of landscapes and the earth.
For New England:
• Despite much popular and scholarly literature to the contrary the region's
pre-history was dominated by natural processes and expansive ancient
forests that were shaped on millennial time scales by climate change and
episodic natural disturbance. This pre-history conflicts with wellestablished historical interpretations such as Bill Cronon's Changes in the
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Land and require a rethinking of established cultural, ecological, and

conservation paradigms.
•

The infrequent occurrence of abrupt ecological transformations during prehistory and with European settlement provide insights into potential directions
and magnitudes of change that may transpire as rapid climate and humaninduced disturbances occur in the future. On the other hand, cultural
adaptations by native peoples to ecological dynamics (sea level rise, abrupt
climate change and the catastrophic mortality of dominant tree species) may
provide some guidance for modern society confronting global change.

•

The most rapid period of change and most dramatic ecological transformation
of the region occurred in the past four centuries when forests were
substantially reduced in extent, size and stature and then, equally rapidly began
to recover along with many ecological processes and native plant and animal
populations.

•

The historical interplay of natural and cultural processes in the region yields
major opportunity and challenge: a second chance to protect forests and to
enhance natural patterns and processes; a largely unaddressed ethical and
management dilemma concerning what to do with landscapes and species that
depend upon historical practices and conditions for their persistence; a
challenge of retaining both natural and cultural landscapes in the face of
expansive human conversion of both to buildings, lawns and pavement; and the
looming complexity of climate change.

•

From a reading of history emerges an approach to conservation that
recognizes the opportunity and need to advance simultaneously: natural
processes, cultural landscapes, and human enterprise. Lengthy periods in
pre-history characterized by slow change, the predominance of forest cover
and natural processes encourage the establishment of large wildland tracts.
Meanwhile, the need for resources, the interest in local production and the
productivity of New England forests and farms motivate extensive
management of the land. Fortunately, there is a way forward that involves
intensive management and large nature reserves that will support diverse
cultural and natural landscapes and their species.

For the Vineyard:
•

•

The integrated role of natural and cultural processes in shaping Vineyard
landscapes necessitates land protection and conservation management that are
grounded in ecological history.
The volume builds on and complements the robust and innovative conservation
planning process that the Vineyard has been engaged in for the past decadethe Island Plan.
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•

The strong local movement toward locally grown (vegetables, flowers, beef,
lamb, chicken, pork, etc.) provides the opportunity to advance agriculture as a
conservation tool. The Vineyard could become a leader in a historically and
ecologically robust and sustainable approach to conservation that would
replace less effective and most costly approaches including prescribed fire,
clear-cutting and brush-hogging, and herbicides.
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Historical Insights into the Ecology and Conservation of Martha's Vineyard
David Foster and Brian Hall

Our woodlots have a history, and we
may often recover it for a hundred
years back, though we do not .... yet if
we attended more to the history of our
lots we should manage them more
wisely.
- Henry David Thoreau, Oct. 1860

Harvard Forest, Harvard University

Martha's Vineyard is loved for its
remarkable natural beauty and
diversity and its iconic cultural
landscapes which have been created by
fascinating interactions between
geology, climate, ocean processes,
plants, animals, and of course, people.
We are studying the ecology and

Petersham, Massachusetts

history of the Island in order to better
understand the processes that have
shaped the landscape in the past and
how ongoing processes such as
development, climate change, and a
range of natural disturbances may
change it in the future. We plan to
share this infonnation and insights
broadly so that collectively we can

apply Thoreau's advice and manage
the Island wisely.
Below are a few of the insights we
have learned from this project to date:

Sea-Level Change and Coastal Erosion
Sea-level rise since the end of the last ice
age. (mc lcrs below modem sea level)

Scientists and mariners have long been interested in how ocean waves. tides. :md stonns modify the isl:1nd's shoreline.
Henry Whiting. a resident of West Tisbury, m:ide this map in 1846 and a.mended it in 18.56. 1871 , a.nd 1886 as bre:ichcs
in Norton Point Beach were formed a.nd migrated and as the co:istline eroded (sec d::itcs on lcfi side).
M:utha's Vineyard was not :in isllUld until
around XXX years ngo. when water from
melting &lacicrs c:1uscd sea level to rise to
- IO meters below modem sen level.
removing the l3nd connection to the
continental shelf and mainland
Massachusetts.

The 2007 brcnch of Norton Point Bc:i.ch ca.used drnmatic erosion :tlong the
Wasque shore. :iJI'ecting n::iturnl fandsea.pes and humnn infr:i.st.ructurc and c:i.using
much philosophical discussions :i.bout a.ppropri:ue responses to n::itural
disturbances, However ifwe taken historicnl view these changes were not
unprecedented ns shown by the shoreline ch:i.nge in the Whiting m::ip.

Changing Land Use
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Much of the island h::is rcmoin wooded through
:ill of the known historicnl period (":meicnt
woodfands" - photos on lcfi). These sites look
very di!Tcrcnt from forests that have grown in on
land th:i.t wns form erly cleared and used for
farming rscconda.ry forests" - photo above).
Having so m:iny :icrcs of a.ncicnt woodl3J'lds is
unuswil in the northc:istcm United States: these
lands arc wonhy of much more conscNntion

Since the penk of farmi ng nround 18.50. there h::ive been
drama.tic changes in the Mnrthn's Viney.ti.I'd l311dsca.pe. In 18.50
.50% of the island w:u open fannlnnd and 39% w:u woodland:
loda.y only 11 % is ::icfr,..cly used for farming, while 60% is
forested. These cha.ngcs present challenges for on-island food
production and conscrv:ition of once-common open lnndsca.pes
and h:i.bit.1ts for uncommon species.
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Conversely. m:i.ny of the
:ircns th:it were once
intensively used for
forming-possibly even
ovcrgrazed-:irc imponant
to conserv::itionists because
they a.re home to
uncommon species and :ire
considered ~utiful by
islnndcrs and visitors.
Isllllld-b:ucd forming can
not only boost the
economy and provide
locally grown food. it can
also preserve oncecommon fandscnpcs and
provide ha.bit.11 for wildlife
th:,,t needs open zcas.

Hurricanes
The Indians here had a tradition lhal away back in the
ante-historical days there was afloodwhlch rose so
high !hat it destroyed the entire human population of
New England ... fl is said, and with much tmth. rhal
New England has more tornadoes and cyclones in
proportion to its area than any other part ofrhe United
States. Sidney Perley 1891 . The Historic Storms of

New England
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Hurricanes and nor'c:utcrs have long been
a pan of life in New EnsJa.nd and M311hn's
Viney:ird as shown in this map ofhistoric
hurricane tracks.

...i.....,..-

Hurricane Irene (8/201 I) at Stoncw:tll Bea.ch.

While most storms rul.vc a rclntivcly mild
impact on the island some. such as the 1938
hurricnnc, can cause widesprcnd destruction
of property lllld dramntic changes in the
la.ndscnpe ns shown in these photographs
from Menemsh.a (courtesy of the Vmcy:ird
G:izcue).

Climntologists predict nn incrc:isc in the number 3Jld strength of storms
in the ncu futurc due to global climate change. These storms arc
expected to c:nusc incrensc:d flooding on the island in low-clcvntion
arc:is directly :tlong the coast. These same nrca.s :ire often considered
the most desirable for home building due to their occa.n vicv.·s.
Building IOC:1tions (2005) nnd storm-surge flooding da.t.1 :ire courtesy
of the MDJtha.'s Vmc:y:ird Commission.
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good of the land, to support the diversity oflife. lfwe want to maintain the diversity
that surrounds us we need to be active, not passive managers of the land.

Even the smallest islands were forested-or heavily wooded. Cuttyhunk, Gosnold
description, Penikese. Size of trees in pine floorboards and wainscoting 2-3" wide. Oak
16" by 48'.
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The Primeval Myth
There is a persistent myth that
the landscape which greeted the
first European explorers and
settlers in the New World
consisted of a great forest of
massive trees stretching unbroken
from the Atlantic to the Mississippi.
That myth-the classical
primeval forest-is now questioned.
In fact, if one looks carefully
into the records of early
visits to the continent, one finds
a number ofallusions to open
spaces, meadows, blow downs
and young forests.
In 1927, Harvard University
acquired a tract ofland in
Winchester, New Hampshire,
known as the Pisgah Tract, in
which there were sections offorest
that had been untouched since
a hurricane and fire swept through
the area in the 1600s. Forest
biologists, in keeping with the
concepts that were current at that
time, figured they had on their
hands a small portion ofancient
America. To their dismay
however, the 1938 hurricane
destroyed what they thought to be
the last ofthe great forest.
It is a curious twist offate that
the hurricane struck so violently
in Winchester. After the debris
had been cleared and the turmoil
had settled, the Harvard biologists
began to reconsider the nature of
the pre-colonial landscape. After
all, if it had happened once,

couldn't it have happened before?
By the mid-forties, thanks
primarily to the work ofEarl
Stevens and Hugh Raup, a new
theory emerged.
According to this theory, there
were indeed stands of ancient trees
in swamps and other sheltered
areas. But the greater portion of
the landscape consisted of
clearings, wet meadows and
young emergent forest. These
areas owed their existence
primarily to the altering irifluences
ofstorms, fire, insects and
the work of beavers, although
ironically man already had an
important influence on the land
even before the appearance of
the Europeans. The Indians
cleared large tracts for gardens,
and there is even evidence that
they burned sections to encourage
brush areas for deer-certainly
an early example ofgame
management in this country.
The photographs on the
following pages show both the
myth and the reality. The first
three show the Pisgah Tract before
the 1938 hurricane, the others
attempt to depict some of the
typical habitats that greeted the
first explorers. It is a curious
· irony that these examples of
pre-colonial America are still
around today-as close to us as
the nearest marsh.

Massachusetts Audubon Society. 1975. Man &
Nature, Land Use. The Nimrod Press.
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Oliver Rackham - Notes
Oliver Rackham. 1975. Hayley Wood. Its History and Ecology. Cambridgeshire
& Isle of Ely Naturalist's Trust LTD, Cambridge, England.
W.H. Palmer. One of finest ancient woods in eastern England; unrivaled detailed
study of the social history of a site.
Harry Godwin. " ... Conservation of an ecosystem must be based upon though
knowledge of its many components and of the mechanisms by which they operate.
The need for management, like the need for adequate knowledge and controlled
experimentation on which to base it, is now fully conceded. The means for realizing
this in practical terms is another matter ... "

"detailed ecological study in the field has revealed again and again that, even in
quite unexpected regions, past human activity has strongly shaped the apparent
natural cover of the landscape."
S. Max Waters. 1962 purchase. Clay soils so despite dry climate the flat site hold
waters; wet spring, may dry suddenly in summer. Largest surviving semi-natural
oak-ash wood in West Cambridgeshire; fame as an oxslip wood and large primrose
population. Secluded yet near Cambridge; square so could accommodate
experimentation.

1963 on - coppice plots to show traditional cyclical coppice treatment; small
permanent clearings (glades) - opened and maintained by annual cutting and partly
as thickets and brambles; re-open rides, removal of silt accumulated in Great Pond;
studiously avoided anything that would encourage drainage as detrimental to
di sti n cti ve ---------------plants. Shelter, two hides and bridges for visitors.
Rackham. Ancient woods (doesn't definitely characterize - or distinguish from
primary; page 50 infers ancient= primary) - biologically important and historical
monuments in themselves. Hayley Woods recognizable single element to resident of
Domesday Book times. Form is intricate blend of natural and artificial elements
including features derived form practices of centuries long past and even prehistoric
forest. Comprise half of county's total woodland. West Cambridgeshire - 25 ancient
woods mainly on chalky boulder-clay.

Subject - development of woodland as an element in local topography; function as
an element in local economy; influence of past management on present-day ecology.
v'

(;eneraliz~ti~nsmf English history are detrimental to historical study of woods regionaldifferences, specific distinct qualities.

Sources - pollen analysis, earthworks, woodland structure and vegetation (annual
rings of living trees), maps and other documents, timber of ancient buildings.
World's earliest large mosaic air photo - 1922 (no plates just published prints)
Hayley - 95% primary - 114 acres, Old Hayley Woods "a site which has never been
other than woodland since prehistoric times". "woodland continuously since
prehistoric times". Two secondary woods.
1251 first mentioned. Appears in every succeeding century. Probably much older.
Maps reconstructed-1251, 1600, 1810, 1969. Reconstructed some details from air
photos - don't plow forests and seldom dig in them, etc.
W~ s e r v e surface features that have -~~~11_91:1_ th~_sJ~e since woodedC~_Ridge~}
~ndJurrow'etc. indicate secondary woods. Bank and di~ banks invariably'on
woodland side as earthwork to drain field and fence tne woods. Stabilizes the
outline of a wood. Not straight as went around large trees. Often scattered
pollarded trees. Irregular hollows - characteristic of primary woods - few inches
deep up to so feet across. Natural irregularities form glaciation. Non-woodland
origin. Easily destroyed by plowing, can't survive outside primary woodland.
;7

>

Describes the history of the roads, ownership, splitting and merging. Depicts elm
invasion and other plant movement, clearing etc. with arrows and lines.
Great Pond - "armed" with 3-6 arms, starfish; 5 feet deep, steep-sided with flat
bottom. One per 100 acres - provided large edge for herd - possibly >1 field. Most
woods have ponds - for horses working in them (?but shape?). No mound-'- worked
form existing hollow? Dry in summer.
Medieval woods common as medieval churches until 1945. Managed for sustained
yield beginning 600 years ago and maintained fQLhalf-millen~~~Produced
timber and wood or underwood. Main regular product was such wood - mostly for
~)Coppice from stump or stool. Standards - mainly oaks, allowed to each full
size, scattered among coppice. Felled to yield timber and wood form branches. Two
crops compete against each other. WoodmansfiipJNOT for~$try (forester plants
trees). Intensive and yet conservativeas· mainta.insc:o~ti~uicy of site.
Woodmanship always taken for granted by_c-ontemporaries and seldom discussed in
abstract. History needs to be laboriously reconstructed.
Management descriptions from five centuries. 1251 - cut rods, hurdles, fencing.
1356 - underwood sold everyseventhyear = average coppice rotation. 1584 felled twice in 21 years, keeping anim.als out, oak as timber separate from
underwood. 1765 - timber, bark, underwood. Coppice cycle lengthened form 7 to
10 years and then to 20-30 in 1900s. Great detail by OR from data in other woods.
Rings show decline after cutting followed by a gradual recovery.

Most fuel was domestic - industrial elsewhere. Went to lord's demense farm,
villagers, other estates. Timbers reconstructed form buildings - posts, joists, rafters.
Trees 5-40 per acre.
Loppium et chippium - bark, branches, rotten wood, leaves. Very little allowed to

burn or rot.
2 - 4 men to run the woods.
Reconstructed coppicing form one stool back to 1785 - 9 coppicings, 14 year cycle.
Coppice cycle lengthened presumably because growth declined. Wattle and daub
form buildings show a decline. Exhausting the phosphate in the soil (no climate
influence? Evidence strong for P and soil explanation?).
1000 BC - West Cambridgeshire almost a continuous forest. Anglo-Saxons
destroyed most of prehistoric forest. No idea how - killing the stumps is the difficult
part. By Domesday - 1086 - about as open as today. Minimum around 1279.
Most woodlands not grazed. Some for pigs but relative! unimportant overall for
pigs.
--·--·-----"--·----···-,.--

·- ·- __.

Hayley Wood in Decline:::.)He means woodland management. Economic and political
- cheap coatihVesfmenfin wood industry to forestry, which is not woodmanship.
Commercial woodsmanship ended about 1950. Most of Hayley last cut in 1887 1915. Also more valued for sport than produce. Deer also arrived (-1900?unclear)
Most woods heavily cut between the wars. But such "devastation" was once part of
woodland practice. But preferentially cut larger trees - unusual.
Prehistoric flora - mosaic pattern. Moisture a strong factor and sections very wet.
Certain plants characteristic of ancient woodlands others of secondary. Mercurialis
perennis, Paris quadrifolia, Milli um effusum. Slowly invade adjacent secondary
woods. Absence of secondary woodland indicators. Some are god indicators even
after centuries.
Oxlip - ancient woodland indicator is gradually invading, slowly advancing into the
Triangle (secondary). Whereas Primrose usually on woodland margins. Cowslips
form grasslands - remain around Old Wood.
Many woodland species don't cross open country so each wood left with species
that were in it when separated, less those becoming extinct. Possible hedge
connections. Possible evolution.
Underwood is a much better indi~;~~r of his~~;y) less control by the woodmen,
lfi:tie direct man.ipulation. Represerit the prehistoric forest as modified by centuries

of coppicing acting indirectly as an environmental factor. Floras little changed since
Ray's 1660 records.
But no controls, no comparable unmanaged woods. Some changes in the reverse
direction due to the decline in woodland management but not possible to revert.
Coppicing impacts - decline in species that don't stand coppicing or don't compete
well as a coppice. Beech - poor; pine - never; lime - doesn't comete well, good by
itself; exterminates herbs that don't fare well with exposure - sun, drying, or
competition by tall vegetation; tidying up and removal of wood that reduces
bryophytes, fungi, etc.; removal of big trees and their epiphytes; grazing - pigs etc.
Conditions now more uniform
Loss of marginal grassland very damaging - plough and expanding woods. Also
decline of coppicing and declining management in general. Many light demanding
species of woods declining. Increase of dead wood - good.
Even in a remote place - flora tends to increase by migration and accidental
introductions.
/ Stools - some low and massive; some small and underground;
" Maidens - originate form seed
- Suckers - f~m roots or underground stems
Emergents - vey tall
Standards - single-trunk trees
Large coppice - low massive stool with a few trunks, telegraph pole size
' Small coppice - many slender stems, small form small stools
Scrub - trees of coppice height, no stools; hawthorn
Clones
Ash stools - gets bigger with each cutting; diameter is rough guide to age. Generally
elongate, not round. Typical - massive hollow trunk 3 ft in diameter and 2 ft high
with 3-4 large poles. Always rotten inside. Some in Suffolk and Essex up to 3m in
diameter. Ainon~olclest trees in Britain. 7-12 inches - cut once. Decreasing
numbers with size. Death due to shading. A few very old ones. Some medieval.
One with rings to 1775. Poles on given stool generally same size. Average height 16
inches, larger are taller - possible due to higher cutting each time or earlier
woodmen cutting higher so out ofreach ofrabbits.
Maple - stools uneven in size and age (presumably). Stools lower ( <18 in) as cut
near the ground.
Plots diameter versus number of stems.
Tree ring chronology.

Unusual in that a number of trees are dying, near end of normal lives. Rare in GB.
Oaks form 1916-24 catepillar outbreak. Die at different age sin elm woods where
doesn't compete. 50-100 years to decay. Oldest trees 200 years.
Foresters - most trees form seed. Woodmen - from suckers and coppice.
Oak- rarely establishes from seed. None in Hayley since 1840: Abundant seed.
92% germinate. Predation of seeds and seedlings. Rodents, deer, caterpillars.
Need to establish oaks for 22 nd . But don't know how to do this.
Drainage - bad for rich woods - turn valued plant communities into dull ones.
Managed woodlands - gets complete light when cut. Few species require shade.
Continuous shade not a natural feature of deciduous woods. Coppicing leads to
cycle of conditions and ground vegetation. Flowering and growth. Light,
temperature, moisture,.
Management -Trust opened up rides, started coppice experimentation. 57 species
confined to railway - 1/5 th of species. 13 recorded in woods in 19 th C.
The Hayley Wood railway, with its complex structure and history, is the most
interesting wood margin in the country ... Unfortunately there is no substitute for
railwaymen in mana_giri_grailway vegetation."
Deer incompatible with oxlips, coppicing and oak replacement

Oliver Rackham. 1986. The History of the Countryside. Dent, London.

Reviews sources of information - plants, air photos, maps, boundaries, written
records (place names, Anglo-Saxon charters, Domesday Book, medieval records,),
testimony and tradition. Many peats have lost their top layer from digging.
Domesday Book. William the Conqueror. 1086.
"I cannot analyze the historic landscape without noticing how much almost every
aspect of it has been lost since 1945".
Due to modern ag, modern forestry, development comes a long way behind; also
"neglect of traditional land-uses and consequent natural changes, especially trees
growing where they do not belong".
Leads to loss of: beauty, freedom, vegetation and wildlife, and meaning.
• Beauty especially the loss of the small and complex and unexpected.
• Freedom from movement into open spaces.
• Of historic veg- "to recreate an ancient wood is beyond human knowledge,
though we might re-create a historic grassland ifwe were to live to the age of
200".
• Meaning - of our roots and the growth of civilization. Each historic wood,
hearth, grassland etc. is unique and has something meaningful to tell us.
Myth - countryside always changing. l<aleido;~ M;ll::. Evidence and tendency
make the most of change versus stability. Changes in some places and at some
times.
New habitats do not replace old. Most new ag has spread the commonplace at the
expense of the wonderful or rare. Subsidize ag to have expensive food and a
ravaged countryside.
"Conservationists should not usually seek the restitution of features already
destroyed, which is rarely worthwhile. They should seldom seek to remove land
from production: long-standing land-uses should be maintained or restored. But
they should resolutely oppose any further advance of the commonplace or loss of
meaning. Historic landscapes and buildings are similar in many ways ... "
"More intractable than destruction ...is the blight of tidiness which every year
sweeps away something of beauty or meaning." Grind away stumps, remove mis-

shapen trees, cut hedges to ground, "unconscious vandalisms that hate what is
tangled and unpredictable"
"The landscape is like a historic library of 50,000 books. Many were written in
remote antiquity in languages which have only lately been deciphered; some of the
languages are still unknown. Every year fifty volumes are unavoidably eaten by
bookworms." (Imperfect metaphor)
"Education in the knowledge and care of the countryside has far to go and has yet to
reach many important people. No art gallery's conservation department would
think of burning a picture by Constable, however badly decayed ...Yet this kind of
pastiche is daily perpetrated in the guise of the 'conservation' of the landscape."
Auroch - woodland animal. Last extinct in 1627 in Jaktorowa Forest, Poland.
Bear, wolf, beaver, wild swine, crane.
Loss of plants - destruction and alteration of habitat - drainage, ploughing, neglect
of management, increasing heath fires; collecting and eradication; air and rain
pollution;
"Allowing heath, grassland, or fen to become overgrown with trees does more
damage than burning and is almost as destructive as plowing."
Many woodland plants are affected by the decline in woodland management".
"The most severe declines in all wild plants are among the weeds".
Naturalized animals - rats, mice, rabbit, fallow deer, pheasant, grey squirrel, dove.
"Many weeds, such as plaintain, mugwort, and shepard's purse, were originally
arctic plants living in the tundra of late-glacial Britain; they somehow survived the
millennia ofwildwood, and in Neolithic times found a new lease oflife as weeds.
Other weeds ... came from the oriental homeland of agriculture."
Naturalized plants - chestnut (shown to be non-native by pollen), sycamore (Acer
pseudoplatanus), Rhododendron ponticum in Ireland (was there in prior
interglacials) now a menace to conservation, rosebaywillowherb (Epilobium
angustifolium), Spartina anglica, Bromus interruptus
Woods ... result from long-running interactions between human activities and
natural processes, to both of which the historian has to give due weight".
"The history of woods is infiltrated ad corrupted by myth and pseudo-history".
Wildwood - natural forests. E NA patches still survive.

Woodland - lands on which trees have risen naturally. Managed by the art of
woodmanship. Reproduce by natural growth.
Wood-pasture - land-use involving grazing animals and trees. Conflict with
techniques to resolve these.
Plantation - not natural vegetation. Few species, often conifers that do not maintain
themselves. Established and replaced by planting= forestry in GB.
Forest - with capital F is land on which the king or other magnate has right to keep
deer. Place of deer to medieval, not trees.
Coppicing and suckering - efficient and very reliable ways of getting a new crop.
Pollard and bolling (permanent trunk)
Timber trees vs underwood - timber buildings and wood fires. Both have different
meanings and uses.
"Woods do not cease to exist through being felled". Self-renewing, not exhausted.
Some woods derived form the original wild wood. Others are secondary - arisen on
land that has at some time not been woodland.
"Almost all land by nature turns into woodland. Let a field be abandoned - as many
fields have been down the centuries - and within a year it will b invaded by oaks
springing form acorns dropped by passing jays, or by birches form wind-blown
seed. In ten years it will be difficult to reclaim; in thirty years it will have 'tumbled
down to woodland'. The same happens to chalk downs, heaths, fens, and some
moorland whenever the grazing and burning cease that had held trees in check."
Secondary woods may be of any age - prehistory onwards. Primary woods =
ancient woods. Secondary = ancient woods.
Secondary - generally pioneer species that easily invade.
Wildwood. To understand the wildwoods of British prehistory we should look
across the Atlantic to the wildwoods encountered by early American settlers and
still surviving in fragments."
Within each geographic province - many types of wildwood. Soils, etc., mosaic,
varied structures, disturbance (no fire, less destructive storms). Few native trees
that can grow up in the shade of other trees.
Mesolithic impacts. Hunting, gathering and may have involved definite management
of land and vegetation.

Neolithis - sudden impact. "They immediately set about converting Britain to an
imitation of the dry open steppes of the Near East, in which agriculture had begun."
Attacked elm and may have let loose the elm disease.
Neolithics spread almost instantly throughout British Isles. 50% decline in
wildwood by early Iron Age - 2500 BP.
· "To convert millions of acres ofwildwood into farmland was unquestionably the
greatest achievement of any of our ancestors. It belongs to an age far beyond record
or memory, and we know little of what men were involved, how they were
organized, how much of their time they spent on it, how many man hours it took to
clear an acre and what they lived on while doing it". "Cattle, sheep and goats
probably helped the clearance process by browsing the regrowth and eventually
killing the stumps." But may doubt whether in prehistory there were enough
livestock to do this except close to settlements.
In New England a task of similar magnitude was accomplished by European settlers
in about 180 years (1650 to 1820)." Metal tools, partially combustible woods, large
population continually reinforced form homeland, places already [periodically
burned by Indians, conifers easily killed, lived where hurricanes kept trees small,
grew maize which gave them time. But boulders to remove and even more rapid
regrowth than GB.
"Almost the whole area had become woodland again by 1900 - American
agriculture is a story of wasted toil".
British trees difficult to kill. Don't burn, difficult even with machine and poison.
"British woodlands (except pine) burn like wet asbestos".
Some Neolithic areas regrew- were abandoned for unknown reasons.
V

Farmland doesn't result form people felling trees for use. Most wood wasted. Big
trees not much use. But the resprouting stems are much more useful than the
original tree. First evidence of this woodmanship and elaborate coppicing to
produce rods of exactly the same size - 6000 years old - Somerset Levels.
New England ..."thousands of miles of field-walls lost in the woods, and the cellarholes where thousands of farmsteads had rotted back into the ground. In America
there was merely an economic cataclysm, and only pots lie under the bushes ..."
Domesday (1086 A.D.) - 6208 of 12580 settlements reported woodland. "Most of
England consisted of farmland with islands of wood". Norman England- few woods
> 4 miles across, many areas > 4 miles from woods.

Anglo-Saxon earlier times are similar. Woods have individual names and were
permanent. No real evidence of A-S clearance - already tamed.
Buildings. Over 90% timbers are oak. Most made from the smallest pieces

possible. Waney - rounded corners on piece squared up to work form roundwood.
Typical 15 th C farmhouse - 330 trees - only 3 18 inches; half <9; 10% <6"
Good roads; large impot business form Norway, Baltic, C Europe - pine.
Woodland in 1086 - 15% of Englandl 10% by 1350, decline slowed by Black Death
in 1349. Much of that then survived to 19 th C.
Can rarely ascertain why one woods survived and another not; social value,
economic value and cost of destroying them.
Not destroyed for fuel. Woods not used up. Not aware of a single woods which was
destroyed for iron, etc. Not fly by night operations; actually more woods in areas
around industry; industry protects against farmland; large tracts protected; not
destroyed for shipbuilding;
Oak bark for tanning - principal tree; initially as by-product for timber felling; 17801850 became gigantic industry- huge consumer form almost every source of wood;
Since 1800 - long careful wood management declined; qoods linked to boom and
bust economy; management for timber not energy - wood replaced by coal, oil,
atoms; paper and pulp form other countries; clearing for farms etc; gamekeeping
and removal of public; Not so in France, Germany, Switzerland.
1870 most woods survived to 1945.
"Ancient woods have great powers ofrecovery" - 1914-45 fellings not damaging
overall and allowed some to catch up on neglect.
"The greatest threats to ancient woodland for a thousand years came form the
destructive course which both agriculture and forestry took in Britain after 1945 ...
Foresters acquired woods and treated them as if they were moorland, trying to
poison or otherwise destroy the vegetation and to replace it by plantations"
Confier plantations destroy trees and herbs - shade and litter.
"Many ancient woods refuse to die; replanting merely wastes money but has no
lasting effect".
Woods are not on land that was good for growing trees., but on land that was bad
for anything else".

Sinuous outline to woods - digging trench and bank around existing trees. Bank to
inside.
1
·

"Stools are not men or machines; they do not die of old age or wear out; the process
can go on indefinitely."
Red maple stools 2 ½ feet across; English maple may be 15 feet; ash rings may be 18
feet; giant coppice stools are among the oldest things in Britain.
Tilia cordata - pry tree. Lime. Largely confined to AW. Oxlips. Suite of indicators.
Recent woods - ivy, Alliaria, cow parsley.
Agriculture= real destroyed of woodland. But les in last 10 years; more fuel use.
'"Our historic woods are not mere isolated relics of antiquity, but belong to an
unbroken tradition extending through the Middle Ages back to the beginnings of
·
coviliazation and beyond".
"Almost every wood of which the coppice stools still remain is worth preserving."
"Ifwe cannot coppice for the present, let use not be ashamed of doing nothing".
" ... all over Wales, Scotland, and Highland England woods have been ravanged for
decades by sheep getting in through breaches in the boundaries. The simples
conservation of them all is three strands of barbed wire".
Wood pasture - 1200 years. Pannage - not very important. When grazing
suppressed the wood pasture reverted to woodland.
Bets preserved woodland - Hatfield - deer, cattle, coppice woods, seven species of
pollard, scrub, timber trees, grassland, fen, lodge and rabbit warren.
"Old trees are almost as rare as in the United States". (!!??)
Ancient wood-pasture - many creatures on them.
'grey, gnarled, low-browed, knock-kneed, bowed, bent, huge, strange, long-armed,
deformed, hunchbacked, misshapen oak men' Francis Kilvert 1876.
Overtopped and shaded.
Hedges - planted; inadvertent due to misuse and neglect of edges; remnants of
former woods hollowed out. Great loss of hedges after WWII.
Stag-headed trees - many like that for decades.

Oxford and Wallingford - "fords" ofrivers.
Ancient roads - abandoned, plowed, privatized;
Heath - dry versus moor with peat; old belief that these were wholly natural; from
clearings created by people; some Mesolithic, many Neolithic; form common woods,
not form thin areas or lightly forested areas. Some ploughed (much more so in
grasslands and moors); no evidence of deliberate destruction of trees for framingeffect oflong-term grazing; Calluna, Erica, Broom, bracken,; rabbits added motive
for maintaining heath. Warrens all over England.
Sherwood Forest - not wood - vast heath encompassing many woods in 1154.
Most heathland plants can be grazed; furze = Ulex erupaeus; many harvested for
fuel, litter, thatch, compost, potash (bracken), brickmaking,
Fire often called necessary; "but we must not suppose that all heaths were burnt".
Rarely burn a crop. Amny so closely grazed that they seldom burned; those not
grazed were kept free of animals for other purposes;
"Fire in a heath, as in a wheatfield, was a rare accident which most people did their
best to prevent ... many heathland plants and animals are now endangered by fires,
and could not have survived to the present had heath firs been a regular event of the
past".
Ag reclamation destructive.
"On most heaths there is not enough grazing to keep down the oak and birch"
"Heathland is an ancient and beautiful part of our heritage. It is a symbol of liberty:
most heaths are de facto open to the public, and their destruction has curtailed
Englishman's already meager right to explore his own country."
Moorland - some natural due to rising water table and some generated by people.
Wholly natural to wholly artificial. Much interaction of the two. Burning always
more common than on heath.
Meadow= grassland mown for hay vs pasture grazed by farm animals. Very
different plants as seasons different and selectivity different. Scythe does not pick
what it bites.
All kinds of other artifacts.

George Peterken- Natural Woodland

Potential conflict - conservation of the natural environment and the maintenance of
historic conditions.
"The pattern of working is determined by modern limitations, not historical needs".
"The woods are an expression of mankind as well as nature, and the people that
matter have changed greatly".
No one historic state.
Naturalness is a continuous variable. Woodland is natural if grown without direct
management - quite impractical as all affected.
"Ancient" - wooded since 1600; versus "recent". "Primary" if existed continuously
since before original forests fragmented. "Secondary" originated on unwooded
ground. Very difficult to prove conclusively if primary but relatively easy to
determine Ancient.
Many slow colonists
Link between stability and diversity - uncertain.
Beech limited by- spring frost (sensitive), summer drought, late arrival after ice
retreat.
Cline and Spurr 1942. "The primeval forest. .. did not consist of stagnant stands of
immense trees stretching with little change in composition over vast areas. Large
trees were common, it is true, and limited areas did support climax stands, but the
majority of the stands undoubtedly were in a state of flux resulting form the
dynamic action of wind, fire and other forces of nature. The various successional
stages thus brought about, coupled with the effects of elevation, aspect, and other
factors of site, made the virgin forest highly variable in composition, density and
form."
Nature conservation management - natural woodland; traditional management; and
management designed to achieve explicit targets such as diversity or conservation
of a rare species.
Britain - distinctive: predominantly temperate broadleaf; native woodland reduced
to a scatter of small remnants by extensive and prolonged deforestation; substantial
reforestation in 20 th C using non-native conifers such that Britain remains poorly
wooded.
Rackham - importance of "meaning".

"Surviving examples of traditional management demonstrate relationships between
people and nature which cannot be re-created once they have been abandoned."
"The countryside is a 'book' where we can study in minute and varied detail the long
coevolution of human societies and the environment" (Rackham 1986) but only if
preserve pollard etc. along with records to interpret.
Value in research, social and economic history. Historical monuments, some of
oldest features in land.
Epping Forest and Dalby Woods show ... "the diversity created by and inherited form
traditional management is likely to be lost if reserves are allowed to grow
naturally."
Traditional management - manage as in the past. Protects the complement of
species, usually maintains the greatest diversity of habitats, preserves the historic
interactions between people and nature. Maintain traditional management where
it survives and restore it elsewhere. SO, maintain some reserves as coppice. But
what to do as management actually changed slowly over time? What are the
essential features of traditional management? What to do with damaging aspects of
TM? What to do with natural disturbance? Do forests need restoration form
degradation?
Woodland conservation in Britain characterized by underlying conservatism.
Including keeping forest types as what they are. Prudent, based on primary woods
recognition, reinforced by limited amount of natural woodland. But kept people
form recognizing value of secondary woods; plantations; purist attitude towards
sycamore and other species;
Widley believed initially that natural woods were degraded - needed rehabilitation.
Envisioned dense reproducing and self-replicating stands. Assumed stable forests,
diverse, increasing richness over succession.
"It was believed that human actions had sacrificed this diversity, degraded this
original state and created instability in a system which was naturally stable. These
assumptions led further to a belief that existing forests could be rehabilitated to a
highly productive, diverse condition."
"Foresters have long found professional inspiration in the supposed need to
rehabilitate degraded woodland. They have an urge to control and to predict".
"Everyone was aware that mankind had destroyed most of the original woodland,
but few entertained the possibility that the remnants were richer in some respects
than the original on that site."

Restoration of ancient semi-natural woodland to natural woodland limited by:
difficulty in effacing effects of past management, restoring lost species, etc.; cannot
insulate site from surrounding landscape or human activity including management;
need to accept instability.
·
Restoration goals: original natural woodland; present-natural woodland; futurenatural woodland. Or accepting present condition and configuration.
Various options: restore site and soil; remove planted and naturalized trees;
reintroduce trees and shrubs; accept and simulate natural disturbance; re-introduce
keystone species; control grazing; re-introduce other wildlife; (Transport lichens,
beetles, fungi, bats; buffer form surrounding area; control physical process; herbicide, fertilizer, nutrients form birds etc., soil, water flows; control people;
Recreating natural woodland is largely a benefit to science. Only approximate,
always a facsimile, many values realized even when not very natural;
Broad principles:
• Historical principle - wildlife etc. better when historical approaches adopted
and maintains features long present
• Natural principle - wildlife will propose to the degree that management
approaches natural conditions appropriate to site. Can be in conflict with #1
• Graded response - nature conservation interest shound be highest priority in
woods that hold greatest interest
Wood Pasture - conflict owners of wood and rights to graze. Reduced form 87230
ha in 3 counties in 1086 to 1450 ha in 1976. Most to farmland.
Coppice - generally 4-30 year rotation; standards 60-100 years; widespread in prehistoric times; 18% of all British woodland in 1924; 1/6th that in 1980. In Middle
Ages likely grazed once shoots tall;
Wood Meadow - cut for hay, branchwood burned for fertilizer. (Sjors). Pollard
meadows, orchard meadows, coppice meadows.
High Forest
'"Don't waste time, Jump to conclusions'. This exhortation was found whilst
surveying Castle Crag Wood, Borrowdale, Lake District, etched into the walls of a
small cave. It seemed appropriate for scientists in nature conservation".

The Woods of South-east Essex
The Ancient Woodlands of England.
Oliver Rackham. 1986. Rochford District Council, Essex.

Earliest map for woods of all SE Essex - Chapman & Andre. 1772-4.

Ancient Woods defined then= all primary woods and those secondary woods
established before 1772. Versus recent woods.
Woodbanks - massive banks and ditches with bank on wood side. Pollards on
banks. Short pollards = stubs.
Forests were grubbed out. Ancient woods= wildwoods least worth grubbing out.
Archaeology of different features
Building timbers and the medieval uses of woods.
Main use of wood - renewable source of energy not timber;
Wood used in carpentry - round, minimum size needed; whole tree; rounded;
Almost no relationship between isolation and number of species; no systematic
effect on how many species; size makes more difference - 1.8 x species in 40 acre
vs 4 acre - not much;
55 ancient forest species in E England
Giant stool of chestnut; stools >300 years; hornbeam to 10 feet or more;
Coppicing plants - species that flourish when wood is cut; not necessarily visible all
of the time; broom survives as buried seed; many show up excellently in strips
under electricity cables in areas coppied frequently to keep growth low;
Need to restore woodland grasslands; "place for emptying dogs"
Many woods have an understory of brambles
Woods long neglected with too many timber trees, too long between coppices;
excessive shade; plants destroyed by horses, cattle; loss of plants due to shade;
Threat of agriculture and housing;

Gradually learning how to manage these - knowledge came slowly; public amenity'
avoided the "Curse of Too Much Money" - over restoration and excessive tidiness;
"Woods have a life of their own; men have been given the power to preserve or
destroy them, but have little control over how they develop."
Badgers in some.

Some Illustrations

Photos
Maps of same region showing different features on each
Leaf shapes
Ancient maps reproduced
Cartoony maps hand-drawn to show details
Timeline of forest cover showing% with% lost to agriculture,% lost to
development; % recently reformed.
Old Air Photos
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Managing Farms for Conservation not Indian Fire

Foster & Motzkin 2003
Department of Environmental Management (DEM- the agency responsible for forests and parks) Project
in Ecosystem Management operates on '' assumptions that grasslands, heathlands, shrub lands and
savannah' s are natural vegetation types with significant rare species assemblages ... in presettlement
times" (Rivers, 1997 )
Ecological Restoration Program of the Massachusetts Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
(DFW; the state agency responsible for wildlife and biodiversity) manages for open and early successional
habitat based on the interpretation that " many of our dry forests, shrublands and grasslands were managed
with fire for thousands of years by Native Americans. Now, lack of occasional fire has caused significant
changes in those communities, decreasing habitat for many of our rare plants and animals.''
(http://www.state. ma.us/dfwele/dfw/nhesp/nhrest.htm )
Biodiversity Initiative of the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program ofDFW cites that
" Fires were not only used [by Native Americans] to create and maintain agricultural fields but also to
drive game. In using fire, many fire-adapted natural communities, such as grasslands and scrub oak barrens
were created and maintained." (http://www.state.-ma.us/dfwele/dfw/bdi/Landuse3.htm ).
TNC - Katama grassland because" this reserve is the largest example of native sandplain grassland left
on Martha' s Vineyard" (http://nature.org/wherewework/ northamerica/states/massachusetts/preserves/
art5320.html ).
few miles away, TNC and DEM are collaborating to bum oak forest as " restoration of the property' s
original grassland and woodland habitat'' (http://nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/
massachusetts/preserves/art5334.html ).
Katama Plains, the large grassland on the southeastern comer of Martha's Vineyard jointly managed by
The Nature Conservancy, State of Massachusetts, and Town of Edgartown. The area has been variously
described as" native sandplain habitat" and" one of New England' s largest and best sandplain
grasslands" (Scott, 1989; Liptak, 1998 ; TNC, http://nature.org/
wherewework/northamerica/states/massachusetts/preserves/art5320.html ) and its dark soil profile has been
interpreted as indicating grassland continuity for thousands of years (Scott, 1989 ). The area supports an
array of uncommon species, including more than 18 birds, invertebrates and plants that are rare and
declining. In order to reverse a trend of habitat deterioration, including shrub and tree invasion, the area has
been managed through fire, mowing, and stem cutting in recent decades. According to site managers, the
use of fire is preferred due to its perceived congruence with the site's native status and history.
Nonetheless, despite ongoing management, many species have declined or disappeared over the past two
decades, including a wide range of plant, bird, and invertebrate taxa.
Historical review provides an alternative interpretation of the site' s origins. Located adjacent to
Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard's oldest and most prosperous town, the Katama Plain was one of the first
sites to be settled by Europeans on the island and was probably originally wooded (Herbster and Cherau,
2000 ). By 1642, the area was divided into 40 acre lots that were cleared for agriculture. Maps from 1776
onwards depict the area in fi elds; it was mapped as " sheep pasture" by Crevecoeur in 1784; supported
dairy cows in the 1880s; and, currently is comprised of varied fields and a grass airfield. As in the case of
the North Haven sand plains, the dark soils are Ap horizons that developed through deep plowing of the
sandy soils. The site and its assemblage of interesting species are clearly the recent products of human
history. Encroachment of woody species is therefore a consequence of historical shifts in management.
Whereas the current management regime appears to be largely ineffective in maintaining the habitat and
eliminating woody plants, the site might well respond favorably to management that mimics the
agricultural practices that gave rise to its historical condition over past centuries.
The insights arising from historical perspectives force us to address quite fundamental questions. What
landscapes do we value, and why? Should we attempt to maintain cultural sites and assemblages? Are we

seeking to maintain or recreate landscapes and assemblages from specifi c time periods? Should we use any
and all means to support as much of our local biodiversity as possible? Once we have addressed these and
related questions we can return to historical informationfor further insights into management with some
expectation of success. While we may open new policy and ethical discussions through historicalecological studies, we also learn much about ecological process and options for conservation.

TTOR Cape Poge Management Plan
The Native Americans inhabiting Martha's Vineyard - known as the Wampanoag - have
lived on the island for an estimated 12,000 to 13,000 years, and had profound effects on
species composition and landscape structure. The Wampanoag imposed drastic changes on
their surroundings, predominantly through the deliberate setting of large-scale fires. Setting
these fires assisted the Wampanoag with hunting game, maintaining berry patches, and
creating fertile soils for cultivation ... Because of Wampanoag land-use practices, many
explorers that traveled the waters surrounding the Vineyard in the 17th century found an
"open" (unforested) landscape. Because a substantial proportion of Martha's Vineyard was
open at this time, the Europeans reasoned that this land would be well-suited for agriculture
and pasture.
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